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Do you often find yourself on
the move with a low battery
and no way of charging it
up? With Suntrica MOVE you
can give your mobile devices
an eco-friendly energy boost
wherever you go!

For all USB-compatible
mobile devices

Excelling in adaptability, portability and timeless design, Suntrica MOVE solar charger provides instant power supply
for e.g. mobile phones, tablets, mp3 players, GPS, and cameras for the people on the go.
Simply attach MOVE into your handbag, golf bag or motorbike so it can gather solar energy while you’re out and
about – then connect it to your device with your USB-cable when it needs a boost!

SolarStrap TM MOVE - for your mobile devices

Powered by the Sun

Internal battery
Solar panel power (peak)
Rated output
Rated input
Operating temperature
Dimensions
Weight
Enclosure
Battery capacity indicator
Solar power indicator

3000mAh / 11Wh (Li-Po)
1W (polycrystalline)
5V, 1A , USB-A connector
5V, 1,5A, microUSB connector
+0°C…+50°C
170 x 150 x 30mm
150g
Soft foam, epoxy-laminated solar panel, splash & shock proof
Push-button (short push), displays the battery capacity with 1-4 LED lights
Push-button (long push), displays the solar power from panel with 1-4 LED lights

High-efficiency solar panel with a new feature
Find the best position for MOVE with its solar power indicator

Durable and splash & shockproof
Designed for urban smartphone users on the move

Light, compact and portable
Convenient and easy to carry with you

User-friendly
Equipped with solar intensity and battery capacity indicators

No need for extra adapters & cables
Simply use the USB charging cable provided with your mobile device

Works also as a portable power pack
Fast charge from your laptop’s USB port

Examples of use cases:

In order to achieve the best possible charging performance the SolarStrap should be positioned towards the sun.

About us
Suntrica’s goal is to provide environmentally friendly solutions to improve the operating time of products
that change our everyday lives. Suntrica is a pioneer in supplying high quality solar charging systems and
devices for the mobile and consumer electronics industry.
Suntrica is committed to decreasing the world’s carbon footprint and thus reducing the effects of global
climate change.
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